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Abstract
In this paper, we are interested in the one-dimensional porous medium equation when the
initial condition is the distribution function of a probability measure. We associate a nonlinear
martingale problem with it. After proving uniqueness for the martingale problem, we show
existence owing to a propagation of chaos result for a system of weakly interacting diusion
processes. The particle system obtained by increasing reordering from these diusions is proved
to solve a stochastic dierential equation with normal reection. Last, we obtain propagation of
chaos for the reordered particles to a probability measure which does not solve the martingale
problem but is also linked to the porous medium equation. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
0. Introduction
The ow of an ideal gas in a homogeneous porous medium is governed by the
following three relations between the density , the pressure p and the speed v:
p= p0 (equation of state);
@t+r: (C) = 0 (conservation of mass);
C=−rp (Darcy’s law);
where p0> 0; >1; > 0 is the porosity of the medium (i.e. the fraction of the vol-
ume available to the gas), > 0 is the viscosity of the gas and > 0 the permeability
of the medium. Eliminating the pressure and the speed and getting rid of the constants
by scaling, we obtain the porous medium equation satised by the scaled density u:
@u
@t
=(uq) where q= + 1:
This equation also arises in many other applications: population dynamics (Gurtin and
Mac Camy, 1977), theory of ionized gases at high temperature. For a survey of its
mathematical properties, see Aronson (1986). Writing the Laplacian in divergence form,
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we obtain r  (quq−1ru). Hence, the equation is degenerate in the neighbourhood of
the points where u = 0. This entails the following stricking dierence with the heat
equation: there is a nite speed of propagation of disturbances from rest.
In this paper we deal with the one-dimensional space case:
@u
@t
=
@2(uq)
@x2
; (t; x) 2 [0;+1) R; q> 1: (0.1)
Inoue (1989, 1991) and Benachour et al. (1996) have given probabilistic interpretations
of this equation in terms of nonlinear diusion processes when the initial condition is
a probability measure on R. We are interested in another class of initial conditions: the
cumulative distribution functions of probability measures on R. We follow the approach
developed by Bossy and Talay (1996) for the viscous Burgers equation and write the
equation satised by v= @xu
@v
@t
=
@2
@x2
(quq−1v) =
@2
@x2
(q(H  v(t; :))q−1v(t; :)); (0.2)
since u(t; x)=
R x
−1 v(t; y) dy=(Hv(t; :))(x) where H (y)=1fy>0g denotes the Heaviside
function. Note that in the model presented above, v has no obvious physical meaning
unless = 1, i.e. q= 2. In this particular case, −v is equal to the scaled speed.
In space dimension d>2, for 16i6d; vi=@xiu, solves @tvi=(qu
q−1vi). Formally,
it is possible to close the system of evolution equations satised by (v1; : : : ; vd): if u(t; :)
is a smooth function, it can be recovered from its spatial gradient (v1(t; :); : : : ; vd(t; :))
by u(t; :) = c+
Pd
i=1 @xi   vi(t; :), where c is a constant and  denotes the fundamental
solution of the Laplacian on Rd. But the one-dimensional probabilistic study of (0.2)
developed in this paper cannot be easily adapted to this system because the singularity
of the kernels @xi  at the origin is far more dicult to handle than the discontinuity of
the Heaviside function. However, we have worked out the probabilistic interpretation
of the gradient system associated with a simpler quasilinear evolution equation in
Jourdain (1999).
From a probabilistic point of view, (0.2) can be interpreted as a nonlinear Fokker{
Planck equation. That way, we associate with it the following martingale problem:
Denition 0.1. Let X denote the canonical process on C([0;+1);R). A probability
measure Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) with time marginals (Qt)t>0 solves the martingale
problem (MP) starting at m 2 P(R) if
1. Q0 = m,
2. 8 2 C2b (R); Mt =(Xt)−(X0)−q
R t
0 (H Qs(Xs))q−100(Xs) ds is a Q-martingale,
3. 8t > 0; Qt does not weight points.
The main diculty encountered in the study of this martingale problem is the lack
of continuity of the Heaviside function H at 0 combined with the possible vanishing
of the diusion coecient. We rst show that if Q solves problem (MP) starting at m
then (s; x) ! H  Qs(x) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation (0.1) for
the initial condition H  m(x).
Then we prove uniqueness for problem (MP) owing to the following results con-
cerning equation (0.1) given by Benilan et al. (1984), Oleinik (1964) and Aronson
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and Caarelli (1986): uniqueness of weak solutions for the initial condition H  m(x)
and existence of a Holder continuous weak solution.
We introduce the interacting diusion processes
X i;nt = X
i
0 +
Z t
0
p
2q(H  ns (X i;ns ))(q−1)=2 dBis; 16i6n; with n =
1
n
nX
j=1
X j; n ;
(0.3)
where Bi; 16i6n, are independent Brownian motions and X i0 ; 16i6n, are initial
variables i.i.d. with distribution m independent of the Brownian motions. We prove
that the particle systems (X 1; n; : : : ; X n;n) are P chaotic where P denotes the unique
solution of problem (MP) starting at m. To do so, we rst show the tightness of
the distributions n of the empirical measures n. To deal with the lack of continuity
of the Heaviside function H , we then check that if 1 is the limit of a converging
subsequence, then for 1 a.e. Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)); (s; x) ! H  Qs(x) is a weak
solution of the porous medium equation which implies that this function is continuous
on (0;+1)R. This continuity property enables us to conclude that 1 a.s., Q solves
problem (MP).
Let (Y 1; nt ; : : : ; Y
n;n
t ) denote the increasing reordering of (X
1; n
t ; : : : ; X
n;n
t ), i.e.
Y i;nt = sup
jAj=n−i+1
inf
j2A
X j;nt
where jAj denotes the cardinality of Af1; : : : ; ng. As (1=n)Pnj=1H (X i;ns − X j;ns ) =
jfj: X j;ns 6X i;ns gj=n, we remark that (Y 1; n; : : : ; Y n;n) is a diusion with constant diagonal
diusion matrix
diag(2q(1=n)q−1; 2q(2=n)q−1; : : : ; 2q(n=n)q−1)
normally reected at the boundary of the convex set
Dn = fy = (y1; : : : ; yn) 2 Rn; y16y26   6yng:
Of course, the driving Brownian motion is not (B1t ; : : : ; B
n
t ). Let ~
n = (1=n)
Pn
i=1 Y i; n
denote the empirical measure of the reordered system. Since for any t>0, the increasing
reordering preserves the empirical measure at time t, the variables ~nt 2 P(R) converge
in probability to Pt . But as the increasing reordering does not preserve the sample
paths, the asymptotic behaviour of ~n is dierent from the one of n=(1=n)
Pn
i=1 X i; n
which converges in probability to P (convergence equivalent to the propagation of
chaos to P for (X 1; n; : : : ; X n;n)). The sequence ~n converges in probability to ~P which
does not solve problem (MP) starting at m. For any i6n, H  ~ns (Y i;ns ) is constant
and equal to i=n for s 62 ft; (Y 1; nt ; : : : ; Y n;nt ) 2 @Dng. When n ! +1, this property
yields that ~P a.s., the function s 2 (0;+1)! H  ~Ps(Xs) is constant. The probability
measure ~P is characterized by this assertion combined with the following property:
(s; x) ! H  ~Ps(x) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation (0.1) for the
initial condition H  m(x).
Our study can be seen as an extension of Sznitman (1991, pp. 187{190): Sznitman
deals with the simpler case (corresponding to q=1) of reordered independent Brownian
motions with initial distribution m atomless. He proves the convergence in probability
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of the empirical measures to the constant Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) characterized by Q
a.s., 8s>0; Xs = F−1s (F0(X0)), where
Fs = H 

1p
2s
exp(−x2=2s)

 m:
Note that (s; x)! Fs(x)=H Qs(x) is the unique solution of the heat equation for the
initial condition H  m(x).
1. A rst propagation of chaos result
1.1. Uniqueness for the martingale problem (MP)
This section is dedicated to the proof of the following proposition:
Proposition 1.1. The martingale problem (MP) starting at m has no more than one
solution.
This uniqueness result is a consequence of results concerning the porous medium
equation. Let us rst prove the link between the martingale problem and this equation.
Lemma 1.2. If P solves the martingale problem (MP) starting at m then the function
(s; x) 2 [0;+1) R! H  Ps(x) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation
(0:1) for the initial condition H  m(x).
Proof. Let P be a solution of problem (MP), g 2 C1K ([0;+1)R) (the space of C1
functions with compact support on [0;+1)  R) and (s; x) = R x−1 g(s; y) dy. Since
(M(t; :)s )s is a P-martingale,
EP

(t; Xt)− (t; X0)−
Z t
0
q(H  Ps(Xs))q−1@xx(t; Xs) ds

= 0:
Writing @xx(t; x) − @xx(s; x) =
R t
s @xxr(r; x) dr and using Fubini’s theorem, we get
that
EP
Z t
0
q(H  Ps(Xs))q−1(@xx(t; Xs)− @xx(s; Xs)) ds

=
Z t
0
EP
Z r
0
q(H  Ps(Xs))q−1@xxr(r; Xs) ds

dr
=
Z t
0
EP (@r(r; Xr)− @r(r; X0)) dr
as (M@r(r; :)s )s is a P-martingale.
Hence EP((t; Xt)−(0; X0)−
R t
0 @s(s; Xs)+q(H Ps(Xs))q−1@xx(s; Xs) ds)=0, i.e.
hPt; (t; :)i − hm;(0; :)i −
Z t
0
hPs; (s; :)i+ hq(H  Ps(:))q−1Ps; @xx(s; :)i ds= 0:
For s> 0, according to condition 3 of Denition 0.1, Ps does not weight points. Hence,
the cumulative distribution function of the measure q(H  Ps(:))q−1Ps is (H  Ps(y))q.
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Applying Stieljes integration by parts formula in the spatial integrals of the previous
equality, we get:Z
R
g(t; y) dy −
Z
R
g(t; y)H  Pt(y) dy −
Z
R
g(0; y) dy
+
Z
R
g(0; y)H  m(y) dy −
Z t
0
Z
R
@sg(s; y) dy ds
+
Z t
0
Z
R
@sg(s; y)H  Ps(y) + @xxg(s; y)(H  Ps(y))q dy ds= 0:
Since the sum of the rst, the third and the fth term is nil, we conclude that (s; y)!
H  Ps(y) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation with initial condition
H  m(y).
The next lemma is dedicated to properties of the porous medium equation (0.1).
Lemma 1.3. There is a unique u 2 C([0;+1); L1loc(R))\L1([0;+1)R) such that
u(0; :)=H m and u solves the porous medium equation weakly. Moreover; u admits
a representative continuous on (0;+1) R and satisfying
8s> 0; 8x; y 2 R; j(u(s; x))q−1 − (u(s; y))q−1j6q− 1
q

2
(q+ 1)s
1=2
jx − yj:
(1.1)
Lastly; if P 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) is such that P0 =m and (s; x)! H Ps(x) is a weak
solution of the porous medium equation; then 8(s; x) 2 (0;+1)R; H Ps(x)=u(s; x)
and 8s> 0; Ps does not weight points.
Proof. Uniqueness is given by Benilan et al. (1984, Theorem U, p. 75).
For n 2 N, let u0; n: R ! [0; 1] be a C1 function with compact support included
in [− n; n] such that R n−n ju0; n(x)− u0(x)j dx61=n.
As the function u0; n is continuous and bounded by 1 and the function (u0; n)q is
Lipschitz continuous, by Oleinik (1964, Theorem 2, p. 359), there exists a function
un(s; x) continuous on [0;+1)  R and bounded on [0; T ]  R for any T > 0 which
solves weakly the porous medium equation (0.1) and satises un(0; x) = u0; n(x).
According to Benilan et al. (1984, Theorem U, p. 75), un is equal to the solution
constructed in Benilan et al. (1984, Theorem E, p. 54). By the ordering principle
(Benilan et al., 1984, p. 55), as 8x 2 R; u0; n(x)61, the function un is bounded by 1.
According to Aronson and Caarelli (1986), for any > 0, the functions (s; x) !
un(s; x) are Holder continuous with exponent min(1; 1=(q−1)) on [;+1)R uniformly
in n and the following estimate holds for the space variable:
8s>0; 8x; y2R; j(un(s; x))q−1−(un(s; y))q−1j6q−1q

2
(q+1)s
1=2
jx−yj:
By a diagonal extraction procedure, we obtain a subsequence (un0)n0 such that un0
converges uniformly on compact subsets of (0;+1)  R to a continuous function u
bounded by 1 and satisfying (1.1).
As limn!+1
R
R ju0; n(x) − u0(x)j=(1 + x2) dx = 0, by the dependence on data result
of Benilan et al. (1984, Theorem E, p. 54), we obtain that u is equal to the solution
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of the porous medium with initial data H m constructed in this theorem. Hence if we
set u(0; :) = H  m(:); u 2 C([0;+1); L1loc(R)).
If P 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) then by the weak continuity of s ! Ps; (s; x) ! H 
Ps(x) 2 C([0;+1); L1loc(R)) \ L1([0;+1)  R). If moreover P0 = m and H  Ps(x)
is weak solution of the porous medium equation, by uniqueness, 8s> 0; dx a:e:; H 
Ps(x) = u(s; x). The continuity of u and the right-continuity of x ! H  Ps(x) imply
that the previous equality holds 8(s; x) 2 (0;+1)  R. Whence 8s> 0; Ps does not
weight points.
We are now ready to prove uniqueness for the martingale problem (MP) starting
at m.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let P and Q be solutions of problem (MP) starting at m.
By Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3,
8(s; x) 2 (0;+1) R; H  Ps(x) = H  Qs(x) = u(s; x)
and the time marginals of P and Q are identical.
Let > 0 and P and Q denote, respectively, the image of P and Q by the map-
ping X (:) 2 C([0;+1);R) ! X ( + :) 2 C([0;+1);R). Both P and Q solve the
martingale problem: R 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) is a solution if R0 = P and 8 2 C2b (R),
(Xt)− (X0)−
Z t
0
quq−1(+ s; Xs)00(Xs) ds is a R-martingale:
As according to Lemma 1.3, the diusion coecient 2quq−1( + s; x) is Lipschitz
continuous in x uniformly for s>0, uniqueness holds for this martingale problem (see,
for instance, Stroock and Varadhan, 1997, Theorem 8:2:1, p. 204) and P=Q. Taking
the limit ! 0, we conclude that P = Q.
1.2. Convergence of the particle systems (0.3)
We are interested in the n-dimensional stochastic dierential equation (0.3)
X i;nt = X
i
0 +
Z t
0
p
2q
0
@1
n
nX
j=1
1fX j; ns 6X i; ns g
1
A
(q−1)=2
dBis; 16i6n;
where the initial variables X i0 ; 16i6n are i.i.d. with distribution m and (B
i)i6n are
independent Brownian motions independent of the initial variables. The corresponding
diusion matrix is diagonal
a(x) = Diag
0
B@2q
0
@ nX
j=1
1fxj6x1g=n
1
A
q−1
; : : : ; 2q
0
@ nX
j=1
1fxj6xng=n
1
A
q−11CA
and uniformly elliptic: 8x; y 2 Rn; ya(x)y>2qjyj2=nq−1. For  2 Sn the group of per-
mutations on f1; : : : ; ng, let A denote the polyhedron fx 2 Rn; x(1)6x(2)6   6x(n)g.
The interiors of the polyhedra (A)2Sn are pairwise disjoint and Rd=
S
2Sn A. More-
over, on the interior of A, the diusion matrix is equal to Diag(2q(−1(1)=n)q−1; : : : ;
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2q(−1(n)=n)q−1) and therefore constant. Hence, by Bass and Pardoux (1987,
Theorem 2:1, p. 559), the stochastic dierential equation (0.3) admits a weak solu-
tion. Moreover, weak uniqueness holds for this equation.
Theorem 1.4. The particle systems (X 1; n; : : : ; X n;n) are P chaotic where P denotes the
unique solution of the martingale problem (MP) starting at m i.e. for any k>1; the
distribution of (X 1; n; : : : ; X k;n) converges weakly to P⊗k as n! +1.
As the particles X i;n; 16i6n are exchangeable, this result is equivalent to the con-
vergence of the distributions n of the empirical measures n = (1=n)
Pn
i=1 X i; n to a
probability measure concentrated on solutions of the martingale problem (MP) starting
at m (see Sznitman, 1991, and the references cited in it). Again by exchangeability,
the tightness of the sequence (n)n is equivalent to the tightness of the distributions of
the variables (X 1; n)n. As
8n 2 N; 8x 2 Rn;
p
2q
0
@1
n
nX
j=1
1fxj6x1g
1
A
(q−1)=2
6
p
2q;
the coecient before dB1s in (0.3) is bounded and both sequences are tight.
Let 1 be the limit of a converging subsequence that we still index by n for sim-
plicity. Because of the discontinuity of the Heaviside function, the weak convergence
n ! 1 does not imply immediately that 1 is concentrated on probability measures
satisfying condition 2 of the denition of problem (PM). Let Q denote the canonical
variable on P(C([0;+1);R)). We rst prove that 1 a.s., (s; x) ! H  Qs(X ) is a
weak solution of the porous medium equation. A consequence of Lemma 1.3 is that
1 a.s., 8s> 0; Qs does not weight points, i.e. Q satises condition 3 of the deni-
tion of problem (PM). This regularity property combined with the weak convergence
n ! 1 enables us to prove that 1 a.s., Q satises condition 2 of the denition.
Lemma 1.5. 1 a.s., the function (s; x)! H Qs(x) is a weak solution of the porous
medium equation (0:1) for the initial condition H  m(x).
Proof. Let g 2 C1K ([0;+1)  R) and (s; x) =
R x
−1 g(s; y) dy. By Ito^’s formula,
we get
hnt ; (t; :)i= hn0; (0; :)i+
Z t
0

ns ;
@
@s
(s; :) + q(H  ns (:))q−1
@2
@x2
(s; :)

ds
+
1
n
nX
i=1
Z t
0
p
2q(H  ns (X i;ns ))(q−1)=2
@
@x
(s; X i;ns ) dB
i
s:
Hence,
E
((hnt ; (t; :)i − hn0; (0; :)i
−
Z t
0

ns ;
@
@s
(s; :) + q(H  ns (:))q−1
@2
@x2
(s; :)

ds
2!
6
2q k g k2L1 t
n
:
(1.2)
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By the integration by parts formula,
hnt ; (t; :)i − hn0; (0; :)i −
Z t
0

ns ;
@
@s
(s; :)

ds
=
Z
R
g(t; y) dy −
Z
R
g(t; y)H  nt (y) dy −
Z
R
g(0; y) dy
+
Z
R
g(0; y)H  n0(y) dy
−
Z t
0
Z
R
@g
@s
(s; y) dy −
Z
R
@g
@s
(s; y)H  ns (y) dy

ds
=−
Z
R
g(t; y)H  nt (y) dy +
Z
R
g(0; y)H  n0(y) dy
+
Z t
0
Z
R
@g
@s
(s; y)H  ns (y) dy ds: (1.3)
As the diusion matrix corresponding to the stochastic dierential equation (0.3) is
uniformly elliptic, applying the occupation times formula (see, for instance, Revuz and
Yor, 1991, p. 209) to the semimartingales X i;n − X j;n for 16i< j6n, we obtain
a:s:; 816i< j6n; 8t>0;
Z t
0
1fX i; ns −X j; ns =0g ds= 0: (1.4)
Hence a.s., ds a.e., the variables X i;ns ; 16i6n are distinct. Therefore a.s., ds a.e.,
ns ; q(H  ns (:))q−1
@2
@x2
(s; :)

=−q
n
Z
R
@2g
@x2
(s; y)
nHns (y)X
k=1

k
n
q−1
dy:
We deduce that a.s.
Z t
0

ns ; q(H  ns (:))q−1
@2
@x2
(s; :)

ds+
Z t
0
Z
R
@2g
@x2
(s; y)(H  ns (y))q dy ds

=

Z t
0
Z
R
@2g
@x2
(s; y)
0
@−q
n
nHns (y)X
k=1

k
n
q−1
+ (H  ns (y))q
1
Ady ds

6Kg sup
l6n


l
n
q
− 1
n
lX
k=1
q

k
n
q−16Kg supx;y2[0;1]
jx−yj61=n
jqxq−1 − qyq−1j:
As the function x ! xq−1 is uniformly continuous on [0; 1], the left-hand side has a
limit equal to 0 when n! +1.
Combining this convergence with (1.2) and (1.3), we obtain limn!+1 E(G2(n))=0
where
G(Q) =
Z
R
g(t; y)H  Qt(y) dy −
Z
R
g(0; y)H  Q0(y) dy
−
Z t
0
Z
R

@g
@s
(s; y)H  Qs(y) + @
2g
@x2
(s; y)(H  Qs(y))q

dy ds: (1.5)
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Since the function G: P(C([0;+1);R)) ! R is continuous and bounded, the weak
convergence of (n)n to 1 implies that E
1
(G2(Q))=0. As the variables X i0 are i.i.d.
with distribution m; 1 a.s. Q0 = m. Hence 8g 2 C1K ([0;+1) R); 8t>0; 1 a.s.Z
R
g(t; y)H Qt(y) dy =
Z
R
g(0; y)H  m(y) dy
+
Z t
0
Z
R

@g
@s
(s; y)H  Qs(y) + @
2g
@x2
(s; y)(H  Qs(y))q

dy ds: (1.6)
Choosing t; g in denumerate dense subsets and then taking limits, we obtain that 1
a.s., 8g 2 C1K ([0;+1)R); 8t>0, (1.6) holds. We conclude that 1 a.s. the function
(s; x) ! H  Qs(x) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation for the initial
condition H  m(x).
Lemma 1.6. 1 a.s.; Q solves the martingale problem (MP) starting at m.
Proof. As the variables X i0 are i.i.d. with distribution m, 
1 a.s., Q0=m i.e. 1 a.s., Q
satises condition 1 of Denition 0.1. Combining Lemmas 1.5 and 1.3, we obtain that
1 a.s., 8s> 0; Qs does not weight points i.e. Q satises condition 3 of Denition 0.1.
To prove that 1 a.s., Q satises condition 2, we set 06s16   6sp6s6t; g:
Rp ! R continuous and bounded,  2 C2b (R) and dene F :P(C([0;+1);R))! R by
F(Q) =

Q;

(Xt)−(Xs)−
Z t
s
q(H  Qr(Xr))q−100(Xr) dr

g(Xs1 ; : : : ; Xsp)

:
By Ito^’s formula,
F(n) =
1
n
nX
i=1
Z t
s
p
2q(H  nr (X i;nr ))(q−1)=20(X i;nr )dBir

g(X i;ns1 ; : : : ; X
i;n
sp ):
Hence E(F2(n))6K=n and limn!+1 E
n
(F2(Q)) = 0.
For Q;Q0 2 P(C([0;+1);R)),
jF(Q)− F(Q0)j
6K
Z t
s
sup
x2R
j((H  Qr)(x))q−1 − ((H  Q0r)(x))q−1j dr
+


Q−Q0;

(Xt)−(Xs)−
Z t
s
q(H  Qr(Xr))q−100(Xr) dr

g(Xs1 ; : : : ; Xsp)
 :
The functions  2 P(R) ! H  (x); x 2 R are equicontinuous at any probability
measure on R that does not weight points. Using the uniform continuity of y !
yq−1 on [0; 1] and applying the Lebesgue theorem, we deduce that F is continuous at
any Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) such that 8s> 0; Qs does not weight points. Hence the
continuity points of the bounded mapping F have full 1 measure. We conclude that
E
1
(F2(Q)) = lim
n!+1 E
n(F2(Q)) = 0:
We easily conclude that 1 a.s., Q solves the martingale problem (MP) starting at m.
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Of course, the propagation of chaos result implies that it is possible to approximate
the weak solution H  Pt(x) of the porous medium equation thanks to the particle
systems (0.3):
Corollary 1.7. Let 0<<T <+1.
lim
n!+1 E
 
sup
(t; x)2[; T ]R
jH  nt (x)− H  Pt(x)j
!
= 0:
If the initial marginal m does not weight points; this limit still holds for = 0.
Proof. As the distributions n of the empirical measures n converge weakly to P ,
it is enough to show the continuity at P of the bounded mapping
Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R))! sup
(t; x)2[; T ]R
jH  Qt(x)− H  Pt(x)j:
For n>0 let Qn 2 P(C([0;+1);R)). We suppose that the sequence Qn converges
weakly to P as n ! +1. Using Skorokhod representation lemma, we get that for
any bounded and Lipschitz continuous function  on R, limn!+1 sups2[0; t+1] jhQn −
P; (Xs)ij=0. With the weak continuity of s! Ps, we deduce limn!+1; s!t hQn; (Xs)i
= hP; (Xt)i. Hence Qns converges weakly to Pt when n! +1 and s! t.
Let > 0 and t > 0. As Pt does not weight points, we deduce that there exist
t 2 (0; t) and nt 2 N such that
8s 2 (t − t ; t + t); sup
x2R
jH  Ps(x)− H  Pt(x)j6 2
and
8n>nt ; sup
x2R
jH  Qns (x)− H  Pt(x)j6

2
:
As a consequence, 8s 2 (t−t ; t+t); 8n>nt ; supx2R jH Qns (x)−H Ps(x)j6. There
exists k 2 N and t1; : : : ; tk 2 [; T ] such that (tj−tj ; tj+tj); 16j6k is an open cover
of the compact set [; T ]. We conclude that 8n>max(nt1 ; : : : ; ntk ), sup(s; x)2[;T ]R jH 
Qns (x)− H  Ps(x)j6.
2. Propagation of chaos for the reordered particle systems
2.1. The reordered particle systems
Let Yt = (Y
1; n
t ; : : : ; Y
n;n
t ) denote the order statistics of Xt = (X
1; n
t ; : : : ; X
n;n
t ) ((X; B) is
a weak solution of (0.3)) i.e. Y i;nt = i(Xt) for
i: x = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn ! sup
jAj=n+1−i
inf
j2A
xj;
where jAj denotes the cardinality of Af1; : : : ; ng.
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We rst prove that Y is a diusion with constant and diagonal diusion matrix
normally reected at the boundary of the convex set Dn = fy = (y1; : : : ; yn) 2 Rn:
y16   6yng. More precisely, let i =
p
2q(i=n)(q−1)=2 and t = (1t ; : : : ; 
n
t ) satisfy
t =
X
2Sn
Z t
0
1f816k6n; k (Xs) = X (k); ns g dB

s where B

t = (B
(1)
t ; : : : ; B
(n)
t ):
As by (1:4), ds a.e., the variables X i;ns ; 16i6n are distinct, we check that hijit =
1fi=jgt which implies that the martingale t is an n-dimensional Brownian motion.
Lemma 2.1.
816i6n; Y i;nt = Y i;n0 + iit + V it
for V = (V 1; : : : ; V n) a continuous process with bounded variation satisfying
jV jt =
Z t
0
1f(Y 1; ns ; :::; Y n; ns )2@Dng djV js; Vt =
Z t
0
s djV js;
where djV js a.e.; s is a unit vector in the cone of inward normals to Dn (jV jt is the
total variation of V dened as sup
Pn
k=1 jVtk − Vtk−1 j where the supremum is taken
over all partitions t0 = 0<t1<   <tn = t:):
Remark 2.2. For a given Brownian motion  and given initial variables Y i;n0 ; 16i6n
independent of , by Tanaka (1979), there exists a unique couple ((Y 1; n; : : : ; Y n;n);
(V 1; : : : ; V n)) 2 C([0;+1); Dn)  C([0;+1);Rn) satisfying the properties stated in
Lemma 2.1.
Remark 2.3. If x 2 @Dn, then there exists I f2; : : : ; ng such that
x 2
(\
i2I
fyi−1 = yig
)
\
8<
:
\
j 62I
fyj−1<yjg
9=
; :
Let ei be the canonical basis on Rn. It is easy to check that the cone of inward
normals to Dn at x is f
P
i2I i(ei − ei−1): 8i 2 I; i>0g.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. By Tanaka formula, when Zt and Z 0t are continuous R-valued
semimartingales, so are sup(Zt; Z 0t ) and inf (Zt; Z
0
t ). Hence,
8i6n; Y i;nt = i(Xt) = sup
jAj=n+1−i
inf
j2A
X j;nt
is a continuous semimartingale. Let Mit and V
i
t denote, respectively, the martingale
component and the nite variation component of its decomposition.
The function i is globally Lipschitz continuous and C1 on the open set
O = fx 2 Rn: 816i< j6n; xi 6= xjg with derivatives
@i
@xj
= 1fi(x) = xjg;
@2i
@x2j
= 0:
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Let  be a C1 probability density with compact support on Rn and k(x) = kn(k x).
We set ki = 
k  i. Let q 2 Q+ and Tq = infft>q; Xt 2 @Og. Suppose Tq >q and
set t 2 (q; Tq). By Ito^’s formula,
ki (Xt) = 
k
i (Xq) +
nX
j=1
Z t
q
@ki
@xj
(Xs) dX j;ns +
1
2
nX
j=1
Z t
q
@2ki
@x2j
(Xs) dhX j;nis: (2.1)
By continuity of the sample-path s ! Xs, inffd(Xs; @O); s 2 [q; t]g> 0. Hence for k
big enough,
8s 2 [q; t]; 8j6n; @
k
i
@xj
(Xs) = 1fi(Xs)=X j; ns g and
@2ki
@x2j
(Xs) = 0:
Taking the limit k ! +1 in (2.1), we get
Y i;nt = Y
i;n
q +
nX
j=1
Z t
q
1fi(Xs) = X j; ns g
p
2q
 
1
n
nX
k=1
1fX k; ns 6X j; ns g
!(q−1)=2
dBjs:
If Xs 2 O and i(Xs) = X j; ns then
Pn
k = 1 1fX k; ns 6 X j; ns g = i and
p
2q((1=n)
Pn
k = 1
1fX k; ns 6X j; ns g)
(q−1)=2=i. Moreover, it is easy to check that
Pn
j=1 1fi(Xs) = X j; ns g dB
j
s=dis:
Hence Y i;nt = Y i;nq +
R t
q 
i dis = Y
i;n
q + 
i(it − iq). By continuity of Y i;n and i,
a:s:; 8q 2 Q+; 8t 2 [q; Tq]; Y i;nt − Y i;nq = i(it − iq):
If we write the open set fs> 0: Xs 2 Og as a denumerate union of pairwise disjoint
open intervals (al; bl); l 2 N, we deduce that
a:s:; 8l 2 N; 8r6s 2 [al; bl]; Y i;ns − Y i;nr = i(is − ir): (2.2)
Hence a.s., 8l 2 N, the quadratic variation of Y i;n − ii is constant on [al; bl] and
a:s:; 8t>0;
Z t
0
1fXs2OgdhY i;n − iiis
=
X
l2N
Z
(al; bl)\[0; t]
1fXs2OgdhY i;n − iiis = 0: (2.3)
As 8x; x0 2 Rn;Pni=1 (i(x)−i(x0))26Pni=1 (xi−x0i)2 (for dimension n=2, we check
this inequality by an easy computation and for n> 2 we prove it by induction using
the two-dimensional inequality), we easily prove that a.s. the measure
Pn
i=1 dhY i;nis
is absolutely continuous with respect to
Pn
i=1 dhX i;nis.
As a consequence a.s. dhY i;nis is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. So is dhiis.
Since by (1:4), a.s., ds a.e., Xs 2 O, we deduce that a.s., 8t>0;
R t
0 1fXs2@Og dhY i;n −
iiis = 0. Taking (2.3) into account we get that a.s., 8t>0; hY i;n − iiit = 0 which
ensures that Mit = 
iit .
Recalling the decomposition Y i;nt =Mit +V
i
t , we obtain from (2.2) that a.s., t ! jV jt
is constant on [al; bl]; 8l 2 N. As Xs 2 @O if and only if Ys 2 @Dn, we conclude that
jV jt =
R t
0 1fYs2@Dng djV js.
Let s = (1s ; : : : ; 
n
s ) = (dV
1
s =djV js; : : : ; dVns =djV js). Clearly, djV js a.e., s is a unit
vector. We are now going to prove that djV js a.e., this vector belongs to the cone
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of inward normals to Dn. To do so, we introduce 	i(x) =
Pn
j=i j(x). This function
is C1 in the open set fi−1(x)<i(x)g (with the convention 0  −1). By a
reasoning similar to the one made for i, we prove that
a:s:; 816i6n; 8t>0;
Z t
0
1fY i−1; ns <Y i; ns g d(V
i +   + Vn)s = 0
(with the convention Y 0; ns  −1). We deduce that
djV js a:e:; 816i6n; (Y i−1; ns <Y i;ns )) (is +   + ns = 0): (2.4)
Therefore, djV js a.e., 1s = −(2s +    + ns ) and s =
Pn
i=2 (
i
s +    + ns )(ei − ei−1)
where ei; 16i6n denotes the canonical basis on Rn. According to (2.4) and Remark
2.3, the proof is completed if we show that
djV js a:e:; 826i6n; is +   + ns>0: (2.5)
Let 26i6n. As 8s>0; Y i−1; ns 6Y i;ns , applying Tanaka formula to compute (Y i;nt −
Y i−1; nt )−, we obtain
8t>0;
Z t
0
1fY i−1; ns =Y i; ns g d(Y
i;n − Y i−1; n)s = 12L
0
t (Y
i;n − Y i−1; n);
where L0t (Y
i;n − Y i−1; n) denotes the local time in 0 of Y i;n − Y i−1; n. Since fY i−1; ns =
Y i;ns gfXs 2 @Og,
R t
0 1fY i−1; ns =Y i; ns g d(M
i − Mi−1)s = 0. Hence
R t
0 1fY i−1; ns =Y i; ns g d(V
i −
V i−1)s = 12L
0
t (Y
i;n − Y i−1; n). As the local time is increasing, we deduce that
djV js a:e:; 826i6n; (Y i−1; ns = Y i;ns )) (is>i−1s ):
Combining this property with (2.4), we easily obtain (2.5).
Following Sznitman (1991, pp. 187{190), we symmetrize (Y 1; n; : : : ; Y n;n) by a ran-
dom permutation in order to obtain tightness. Let  be a random variable uniformly
distributed on the group of permutations of f1; : : : ; ng (independent of the processes
(X i;n; Bi)16i6n). We set
(Z1; n; : : : ; Zn;n) = (Y(1); n; : : : ; Y(n); n):
Although the two systems are dierent, their empirical measures are identical.
Theorem 2.4. Let X denote the canonical process on C([0;+1);R). The particle
systems (Z1; n; : : : ; Zn;n) are ~P-chaotic where ~P denotes the unique probability measure
in P(C([0;+1);R)) such that
(i) the function (s; x)! H  ~Ps(x) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation
(0:1) for the initial condition H  m(x);
(ii) ~P a.s.; s 2 (0;+1)! H  ~Ps(Xs) is constant.
Remark 2.5. Suppose that the initial measure m does not weight points and satis-
es (0) = inffx: H  m(x)> 0g> − 1. Let u(t; x) = H  Pt(x) denote the solu-
tion of the porous medium equation with initial condition H  m. The nite speed
of propagation of disturbances from rest mentioned in the introduction implies that
there exists a continuous and decreasing function t ! (t) (see [1]) such that 8t > 0;
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(t) = inffx: u(t; x)> 0g. In this setting, the question of the convergence of Y 1; n to
the boundary t ! (t) is natural. Let T > 0. Since the function u is continuous and
H  nt (x) = 0 for x<Y 1; nt , using Corollary 1.7, we get E(supt6T u(t; Y 1; nt )) = 0. As a
consequence,
8> 0; lim
n!+1 P

sup
t6T
(Y 1; nt − (t))>

= 0:
But we were not able to prove that P(supt6T ((t)− Y 1; nt )>) also converges to 0.
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.4
As the variables Zi;n; 16i6n are exchangeable, it is enough to check that there is no
more than one Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) satisfying (i) and (ii) and that the distributions
~n of the empirical measures ~n=(1=n)
Pn
i=1 Zi; n=(1=n)
Pn
i=1 Y i; n converge weakly to
a probability measure giving full measure to fQ satisfying (i) and (ii)g. We are going
to realize this program owing to four lemmas. The rst one is dedicated to the tightness
of the sequence ( ~n)n.
Lemma 2.6. The sequence ( ~n)n is tight.
Proof. By exchangeability, the conclusion is equivalent to the tightness of the dis-
tributions of the processes Z1; n. We easily check that for any n>1, the variables
Z1; n0 ; : : : ; Z
n;n
0 are i.i.d. with distribution m. Hence the sequence (Z
1; n
0 )n is constant in
distribution. Let t>s>0.
E((Z1; nt − Z1; ns )4) =
1
n
nX
i=1
E((Y i;nt − Y i;ns )4):
As 8x; x0 2 Rn; Pni=1 (i(x)−i(x0))46Pni=1 ((xi − x0i)4) (again, for dimension n=2
we check this inequality by an easy computation and for n> 2 we prove it by induction
using the two-dimensional inequality),
E((Z1; nt − Z1; ns )4)6
1
n
nX
i=1
E((X i;nt − X i;ns )4):
Since 8n>1; 8x 2 Rn; 816i6n; p2q(Pnj=1 1fxj6xig=n)(q−1)=26p2q, we deduce that
9K <+1; 8n>1; 8t>s>0; E((Z1; nt −Z1; ns )4)6K(t− s)2. By Kolmogorov criterion,
we conclude that the distributions of the processes Z1; n are tight.
Let ~1 be the limit of a converging subsequence of ( ~n)n that we still index by n
for notational simplicity.
As 8s>0; ~ns =ns , for G dened in (1.5), G( ~n)=G(n). Therefore, by a reasoning
similar to the end of the proof of Lemma 1.5, we obtain:
Lemma 2.7. ~1 a.s. the function (s; x)! H Qs(x) is a weak solution of the porous
medium equation for the initial condition H  m(x).
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Hence ~1 a.s., Q satises condition (i) of Theorem 2.4. Let us now deal with
condition (ii).
Lemma 2.8. ~1 a.s.; Q a.s. the function s 2 (0;+1)! H  Qs(Xs) is constant.
Proof. By (1:4), ds a.e., a.s., the variables Y i;ns ; 16i6n are distinct. Hence there is
a Borel set N(0;+1) with the Lebesgue measure 0 such that
8s 2Nc; 8n>2; a:s: Y 1; ns <Y 2; ns <   <Yn;ns
which implies that 816i6n; H  ~ns (Y i;ns ) = i=n.
Let 0<s<t with s; t 2Nc,
E(h ~n; jH  ~ns (Xs)− H  ~nt (Xt)ji)
= E
 
1
n
nX
i=1
jH  ~ns (Y i;ns )− H  ~nt (Y i;nt )j
!
= 0: (2.6)
The functions  2 P(R) ! H  (x); x 2 R, are equicontinuous at any probability
measure on R which does not weight points. Moreover, combining Lemmas 2:7 and
1.3, we obtain that ~1 a.s., 8s> 0; Qs does not weight points. We deduce that ~1
is concentrated on continuity points of the bounded mapping Q ! hQ; jH  Qs(Xs) −
H  Qt(Xt)ji. Hence,
E ~
1
(hQ; jH  Qs(Xs)− H  Qt(Xt)ji)
= lim
n!+1 E(h ~
n; jH  ~ns (Xs)− H  ~nt (Xt)ji) = 0:
Therefore 8s; t 2 (0;+1) \Nc, ~1 a.s., Q a.s., H  Qs(Xs) = H  Qt(Xt).
The condition 8s> 0; Qs does not weight points is equivalent to the continuity of
(s; x)! H Qs(x) on (0;+1)R. Hence ~1 a.s., Q a.s., s 2 (0;+1)! H Qs(Xs)
is continuous and the conclusion of the lemma holds.
To conclude the proof of the propagation of chaos result, it is enough to show that
there is no more than one probability measure P satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 2.9. There exists a unique probability measure ~P 2 P(C[0;+1);R)) such
that
(i) the function (s; x)! H  ~Ps(x) is a weak solution of the porous medium equation
(0:1) for the initial condition H  m(x);
(ii) ~P a.s.; s 2 (0;+1)! H  ~Ps(Xs) is constant.
Proof. Existence is ensured by Lemmas 2:7 and 2.8. To prove uniqueness, we consider
two probability measures P and Q both satisfying (i) and (ii). By Lemma 1.3, condition
(i) implies that 8(t; x) 2 [0;+1)R; H Pt(x)=H Qt(x)=u(t; x) i.e. 8t>0; Pt=Qt .
Let s>0 and ~u(s; y) = inffx: u(s; x)>yg for 06y61. We are going to prove that
P(Xs = ~u(s; u(s; Xs))) = 1. We have f ~u(s; y)6xg= fy6u(s; x)g. Therefore,
P( ~u(s; u(s; Xs))6x)
=P(u(s; Xs)6u(s; x)) = P(Xs6x) + P(Xs 2 fy>x: u(s; y) = u(s; x)g):
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As u(s; x)=P(Xs6x) the second term of right-hand side is nil and P( ~u(s; u(s; Xs))6x)=
u(s; x). Hence P  ~u(s; u(s; Xs))−1 =P X−1s . Moreover, clearly 8x 2 R; x> ~u(s; u(s; x))
which implies P(Xs> ~u(s; u(s; Xs))) = 1. Thus P(Xs = ~u(s; u(s; Xs))) = 1.
If t; s> 0, as by (ii) P(u(s; Xs)=u(t; Xt))=1, P(Xs= ~u(s; u(t; Xt)))=1. More generally,
for 0<t1<t2<   <tk ,
P(Xt2 = ~u(t2; u(t1; Xt1 )); : : : ; Xtn = ~u(tn; u(t1; Xt1 ))) = 1:
Hence the nite-dimensional marginal Pt1 ; :::; tn is the image of Pt1 by the mapping
x 2 R! (x; ~u(t2; u(t1; x)); : : : ; ~u(tn; u(t1; x))) 2 Rn:
The same is true for Q. As Pt1 = Qt1 , we deduce that
80<t1<   <tn; Pt1 ; :::; tn = Qt1 ;:::; tn :
By weak continuity, this equality still holds for t1 = 0 and the nite dimensional
marginals of P and Q are equal which implies P = Q.
3. A possible generalization
Let a; b: R ! R be C1 functions with 8x> 0; a0(x)> 0; (i)i2N a sequence of
independent Brownian motions and Y 1; n0 6Y
2; n
0 6   6Y n;n0 the order statistics of n
variables i.i.d. with law m independent of the Brownian motions. If we are interested
in the more general partial dierential equation
@u
@t
=
1
2
@2(a(u))
@x2
− @(b(u))
@x
; (t; x) 2 [0;+1) R; (3.1)
we can consider the unique couple ((Y 1; n; : : : ; Y n;n); (V 1; : : : ; V n)) 2 C([0;+1);
Dn  Rn) such that
8i6n; Y i;nt = Y i;n0 +
p
a0(i=n) it + b
0(i=n)t + V it ;
V = (V 1; : : : ; V n) is of bounded variation and satises
jV jt =
Z t
0
1f(Y 1; ns ; :::; Y n; ns )2@Dng djV js; Vt =
Z t
0
s djV js;
where djV js a.e., s is a unit vector in the cone of inward normals to Dn (see Tanaka,
1979).
We can also introduce a weak solution of the stochastic dierential equation (see
Bass and Pardoux, 1987)
X i;nt = X
i
0 +
Z t
0
p
a0(H  ns (X i;ns )) dBis +
Z t
0
b0(H  ns (X i;ns )) ds;
16i6n; n =
1
n
nX
i=1
X i; n ;
where the variables X i0 are i.i.d. with law m and independent of the n-dimensional
Brownian motion (B1; : : : ; Bn). Adapting the proof of Lemma 2.1, we easily obtain that
the particle system obtained by increasing reordering from (X 1; nt ; : : : ; X
n;n
t ) is a weak
solution of the previous stochastic dierential equation with normal reection.
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We still denote n=(1=n)
Pn
i=1 X i; n and ~
n=(1=n)
Pn
i=1 Y i; n the empirical measures.
We say that Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) is a solution of the martingale problem (MP)
starting at m if Q0 = m; 8 2 C2b (R),
(Xt)− (X0)−
Z t
0
1
2
a0(H  Ps(Xs))00(Xs) + b0(H  Ps(Xs))0(Xs) ds
is a Q-martingale, and 8t > 0; Qt does not weight points.
A key point in the approach developed for the porous medium equation is
Lemma 1.3. Indeed, if we show that there is no more than one weak solution of (3.1) of
the form H Ps(x) where P 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) for the initial condition H m(x) and
that any such solution is continuous on (0;+1)R, then every result but uniqueness
for problem (MP) can be adapted. In particular, the sequence ~n converges in probabil-
ity to the unique ~P 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) such that (s; x)! H  ~Ps(x) is a weak solution
of (3.1) for the initial condition H m(x) and ~P a.s., the function s 2 (0;+1)! H 
~Ps(Xs) is constant. If we also prove uniqueness for the martingale problem (MP)
starting at m, then this problem admits a unique solution P and the sequence n con-
verges in probability to the constant P.
For instance, in the particular case a(u) = u, both these convergence results hold
since:
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that a(u) = u. Then there is no more than one weak solution
of (3:1) of the form H  Ps(x) where P 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) for the initial condition
H  m(x). Any such solution is continuous on (0;+1)  R. Moreover; uniqueness
holds for the martingale problem (MP) starting at m.
Proof. Let P;Q 2 P(C([0;+1);R)) be such that u(t; x) = H  Pt(x) and v(t; x) =
H  Qt(x) are weak solutions of (3.1) for the initial condition H  m(x). For a good
choice of test functions, we obtain that
8t > 0; dx a:e:; u(t; x) = Gt  H  m(x)−
Z t
0
@Gt−s
@x
 (b(u(s; :))(x) ds; (3.2)
where Gt(x) = exp(−x2=2t)=
p
2t denotes the heat kernel. The same equation holds
for v. Writing the equation satised by v − u and taking k @Gt=@x kL1 =
p
2=t into
account, we get
8t > 0; k u(t; :)− v(t; :) kL16
Z t
0
∥∥∥∥ @Gt−s@x
∥∥∥∥
L1
k b(u(s; :))− b(v(s; :)) kL1 ds
6
r
2
 sup[0;1]
jb0j
Z t
0
k u(s; :)− v(s; :) kL1p
t − s ds:
Iterating this equation, we conclude by Gronwall’s lemma that 8t > 0; k u(t; :) −
v(t; :) kL1 =0. Hence 8(t; x) 2 [0;+1) R; H  Pt(x) = H  Qt(x).
Let us now prove that (t; x) ! u(t; x) = H  Pt(x) is continuous on (0;+1)  R.
As t ! Pt is weakly continuous, it is enough to show that 8t > 0; Pt does not weight
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points, i.e. x ! u(t; x) = H  Pt(x) is continuous. Let 0<<t,Gt  H  m(x)−
Z t
0
@Gt−s
@x
 (b(u(s; :))(x) ds
− Gt  H  m(y) +
Z t
0
@Gt−s
@x
 (b(u(s; :))(y) ds

6jGt  H  m(x)− Gt  H  m(y)j+ 2
∥∥∥∥
Z t

@Gt−s
@x
 (b(u(s; :)) ds
∥∥∥∥
L1
+

Z 
0
Z
R

@Gt−s
@x
(x − z)− @Gt−s
@x
(y − z)

b(u(s; z)) dz ds
 :
The rst term of the right-hand-side converges to 0 as y ! x. The second term is
arbitrarily small for  close to t. Last, for xed , by the Lebesgue theorem, the
third term converges to 0 when y ! x. Hence the function x ! Gt  H  m(x) −R t
0 @Gt−s=@x  (b(u(s; :))(x) ds is continuous. As x ! u(t; x) is right-continuous, we
deduce that equality (3.2) holds 8x 2 R and that x ! u(t; x) is continuous.
Let now P and Q solve the martingale problem (MP) starting at m. By an easy
adaptation of the proof of Lemma 1.2, we get that H  Ps(x) and H Qs(x) are weak
solutions of (3.1) for the initial condition H  m(x). Hence, by the rst step of the
proof, 8(t; x) 2 [0;+1)  R; H  Pt(x) = H  Qt(x). Therefore, both P and Q solve
the linear martingale problem with diusion coecient equal to 1 and bounded drift
coecient b0(H  Pt(x)). By Girsanov theorem, uniqueness holds for this problem
and P = Q.
Remark 3.2. For dierent proofs of the propagation of chaos result to the unique
solution of (MP) for the diusing particles (X 1; n; : : : ; X n;n) see Bossy and Talay (1996)
which deals with the case b(u)= u2=2 (viscous Burgers equation) and Jourdain (2000)
in which b is supposed to be a C1 function.
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